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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is Community Heart & Soul, how does it work, and what makes it unique among community planning approaches?  Community Heart & Soul is a resident-driven program that engages the entire population of a town in identifying what they love most about their community, what future they want for it, and how to achieve it. We’re happy to have this opportunity to talk to you about….



What You’ll Hear About Today

Most importantly, we will put pencil to 
paper and work through a group exercise to 
introduce the initial steps of the model. 

What is Community 
Heart & Soul?

What are the benefits 
of the process?

How does the process 
fit into the Main 
Street Model?

How can you take 
advantage of the 

process?

What is the $10,000 
Seed Grant?



Who are your presenters today?

Ben Levenger
Heart & Soul Coach

DTRedevelopment
Ben@DTRedevelopment.com
330-212-2260

Sara Lightner
Senior Director

Community Heart & Soul
slightner@orton.org
641-750-6272

mailto:Ben@DTRedevelopment.com
mailto:slightner@orton.org


Origin of 
Community 
Heart & Soul
• Founded by Lyman Orton, 

Proprietor of The Vermont 
Country Store

• A community focused non-
profit formed to help drive 
catalyst change in 
communities

• A PARTNER with municipalities 
and main streets, 
empowering grass roots 
changes



A Catalyst for Positive Change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Community Heart & Soul is a way for people in small towns to rediscover what’s unique, special and great about where they live.  Community Heart & Soul restores pride in towns that somehow lost it – maybe a farm closed, maybe development didn’t live up to its promises, maybe divisions seem deeper than ever, and people or organizations with similar aims aren’t working together as they could be.  Does any of this sound familiar to you?By actively seeking the collective wisdom of all residents, including those whose voices are often missing, CH&S brings people together to build stronger, healthier, and more economically vibrant communities.  This resident-driven model helps build trust while taking into account the unique character of a town and the deep emotional connection of the people who live there—a town’s “Heart & Soul.”  These collective insights into what truly matters most guide a community in making the best decision about its future. Photo:  In this example from Galesburg IL, a traveling chalk board invited people to contribute to a list of great things to do in their community for free.  It was a powerful visual reminding people of their town identity and community attributes



A Different Approach to Community Participation 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How would you like community input sessions to look like this?  Interactive, dialogue-centered, with a wide range of participants.  Heart & Soul transforms towns because residents do the work, not outside consultants.  It gets people out and meeting one another so that relationships are built, people learn from one another, and a plan for action is developed together.Photo collage:  Upper Chichester, PA  “Community Summit”  Early March 2020 (weeks before COVID).   A dedicated group of residents worked strategically to bring together a wide range of people reflecting a robust cross-section of age, income, and racial demographics to have conversations about what matters most in their community.  Connect back to basket activity if you did that activity in person:  Your age, ethnicity, income, neighborhood is all related to access.To achieve this kind of representative participation, we use a tool developed by Community Heart & Soul called the Community Network AnalysisFirst, it makes sure you really know who is in your communitySo you can figure out where to bring the tableAnd hear from all demographicsTo then prioritize ideas and actions togetherI’ll talk a little more about this in a bit.It’s not an outside consultant writing a report—it’s about those who live, work and play in the community learning more about each other, discussing community priorities, and designing their future together. “The more you touch it, the more you own it.”



3 Principles of Heart & Soul

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
USE THIS SLIDE TO BRIEFLY INTRODUCE AND NAME THE PRINCIPLES—THE FOLLOWING 3 SLIDES ALLOW YOU TO TALK ABOUT EACH IN GREATER DEPTHPhoto:  McComb, Ohio.  Spreading the word about their Heart & Soul effort during a community parade.



The Crossroads 
of CH&S and 
Main Street

• Collective storytelling 
investigates and drives 
community building

• Data gathering drives a solid, 
easily identifiable, and highly 
implementable vision for the 
downtown

• Assets and human capacity are 
identified, expanding your Main 
Street working group 
opportunities

• Critical partnerships are 
identified and fostered, building 
trust

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BEN- Use this slide if unable to play the Intro video at the beginning and/or you need to tell about the origins in a short amount of timeSegway into discussion of the phases---Now that we have talked about the some of the ways that Main Street and CH&S intersect, let’s learn more about the 4 phases of the CH&S model 



The Heart & Soul Model:  A Four Phase Program

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
USE THIS SLIDE FOR JUST THE OVERVIEW OF THE PHASES—THE FOLLOWING SLIDES GO INTO GREATER DETAIL   So, what is the Heart & Soul approach?  It is a four-phase program aimed at increasing community engagement (and sustaining it!) so that more people are involved and invested in the decisions made about their community.  The program helps people in a town like yours come together in new ways to set a clear direction for the future and take action based on what matters most.  Since it actively works to get many people to “pitch in” in big and small ways, it becomes the catalyst for launching all sorts of meaningful projects that enhance what people already love in their community or make new things happen to make it even better.   Each phase builds on the one before it in order to build a diverse coalition of people from across the community ready and willing and invested in the part they can play to make things happen.  Let’s take a quick look at what is happening in the community in each of the four phases.



Phase 1:  Imagine

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Imagine what success would look like in your community if you had greater engagement from a cross-section of people—not just a few and not just those showing up at a meeting.   During this phase, an initial group of community members work on getting things rolling.  They set goals together. They work on building awareness, interest, and commitment in all segments of the community.  They examine who is in your community, how they are connected, and create a plan to reach them (how to bring the table to them.)   How do they do this?  Using a tool called the Community Network Analysis.  Let’s take a closer look at what we mean by that now.Photo from Lancaster, PA .  The team forms and learns about each other’s work styles, strengths, and hopes for their community.
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Presenter Notes
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Funding or 
Sponsoring 
Partner(s)

Heart & Soul Coach

One-time and 
re-occurring pool 

of volunteersSub-
teams

Municipal 
leaders

Relationship Between Roles & Responsibilities in Heart & Soul

Core 
Heart & Soul 

Team

Project 
Coordinator

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What entities are involved in a community’s Heart & Soul project?  What are their roles and relationship to each other? Community Heart & Soul:  As a nonprofit organization, the Community Heart & Soul organization provides program development as well as training, tools, and technical assistance for implementing CH&S around the U.S.  They convene a national Community of Practice so towns have an opportunity to network and learn from each other. Funding or Sponsoring Partner(s):  Often a nonprofit, foundation, or governmental agency whose mission aligns with the mission of Community Heart & Soul.  May provide any of the following to the town:  Heart & Soul coaching, funding support, tracking progress, and communicating successes.  (Note:  You can edit this box to put  Heart & Soul Coach:  An independently employed consultant or employee of a sponsoring organization who is contracted by the Heart & Soul town to provide guidance, training, and technical support to the local team of volunteers as they navigate and implement the CH&S model.  A coach also serves as a key liaison between the local effort, the sponsoring organizational partner(s), and the national Community Heart & Soul organization.  Local Community Heart & Soul Team (a.k.a. leadership team, core team, guiding team):  A group of resident volunteers who understand CH&S and share the vision with residents and local leadership to embed CH&S into your community.  They act as a steering committee to organize the initial structure for CH&S implementation, define Project Coordinator roles and responsibilities, form sub-teams, mentor new leaders, and engage new volunteers.  They work with the project coordinator to develop and implement phased work plans as well as carry out the activities of Heart & Soul.   Project Coordinator (PC):  Paid or volunteer member of the community who coordinates the CH&S effort to keep the team and volunteers on track and on time.  The PC provides project administration and serves as a liaison between the volunteers, team, coach, funders, local government, and sponsoring partners.  The PC works with the local team to develop and implement phased work plans, track and celebrate milestones, and write reports to grantors. Local Government/Municipal Leaders:  Dedicated to serving the public above all else. Their role is to support the CH&S Leadership Team with their efforts; listen to what matters most to the people who work, live, and play in the community; and use the information gleaned from Heart & Soul to inform decision-making processes.  It is desirable for at least one member from local government or municipal staff to be on the Heart & Soul team; however, the team runs the project and keeps government engaged and informed. 



Phase 2:  Connect

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once we’ve figured out all of these different groups, how do we connect with people?   That’s what Ph 2 is all about:  connecting.  We use a method called storytelling to connect.  Why stories?  Hearing another person’s story in their own voice is a powerful thing.  When we invite people to come together to talk about important community matters and decisions, how often do we use that opportunity for people in the room to get to know one another first as neighbors with common interests? While a main goal of gathering people’s stories is to get ideas heard and gain information about what matters in their community to guide future decision-making, equally important is what is happening to people while they are telling and listening to stories.  People become interested in each other, learn new things about their neighbors, and more often than not, discover common ground about the things they care about.  It is this foundation that is used to preserve the things they love as well as address hopes and concerns in their community together.  People gain a renewed sense of pride and identity about the place they call home.Heart & Soul guides you to be intentional about gathering stories from different segments in your community – across race, ethnicity, age, income ranges, neighbors.  The key is to take the story telling opportunities out into the community—make it easy, appealing, and engaging for people to participate.  Stories are gathered in all kinds of ways, from setting up story booths at festivals or in a public space to forming story circles or focus groups to conducting one-on-one interviews.  Photos:Heart & Soul booth at a community event in Cortez, COOne-on-one interviews (intergenerational story-gathering)Story circle in Thomaston-Upson, GA 



Thin Engagement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For example, one innovative way of collecting people’s thoughts occurred in Colorado’s North Fork Valley’ Heart & Soul Project. Remember, we said you need to be intentional about gathering stories from different segments in your community – and to take the story telling opportunities out into the community.  In this example – a missing voice was the 20 somethings in the North Fork Valley in Colorado (Paonia).  The pub turned out to be great place to engage them! The brew pub was introducing a new beer called “Lovett or Leave it” (after Joe Lovett, a resident of North Fork Valley and loyal patron of the pub).   The pub teamed up with the Heart & Soul project to create a drink coaster with the question “what do you love about the North Fork Valley?” and “what would you leave?”  People wrote down answers on the back.  Then the pub shared the information on a huge bulletin board – which encouraged others to answer the questions, too.  Over 100 responses were collected.Photo:  Revolution Brewery Coasters, North Fork Valley, COFor further context…From a news story about “Lovett or Leave It”:Paonia’s Revolution Brewing teamed up with the North Fork Heart and Soul Project to name a recently released beer the Heart & Soul Lovett or Leave It IPA.   Heart & Soul Lovett or Leave It IPA represents the North Fork Valley’s diversity, one of the values that Heart & Soul is hearing matters most to many residents. One component of that diversity can be found at Revolution Brewing, where people from around the Valley come to share a beer or soda and discuss ideas and share their time. By working with West Slope farmers and seeking out locally grown ingredients, the establishment typifies the local, entrepreneurial spirit that’s important to a thriving North Fork Valley. Regular brewery patron and Redlands Mesa resident Joe Lovett inspired the IPA. Lovett, a dinner club proprietor, former Coors employee, stone pizza-oven builder and four-tour Vietnam veteran loves IPAs and continually offered constructive criticism of the variety brewed at Revolution Brewing. “We made it our goal to make a beer that he’d embrace and spread a smile on his face,” said Brewmaster Mike King.Along with the brewery, Lovett embodies the diversity of the North Fork Valley and the connections than can only occur in small towns like ours, and that make for a vibrant and thriving community. Heart & Soul Lovett or Leave It IPA, made with hops grown less than a half mile from the brewery at West Elk Hops Farm and from Misty Mountain Hops Farm outside of Olathe, was available at Revolution Brewing. Playing off of Joe Lovett’s name, beer coasters asked “What do you love? What would you leave?” The North Fork Heart and Soul Project hosted a launch party at the tasting room and encouraged people to stop in and fill out a ‘Lovett or Leave It’ Heart & Soul coaster during the following months. Coaster responses were displayed and the information from the coasters was collected and compiled as part of the Heart & Soul Project. Over 100 patrons took the opportunity to add their voices to the Heart & Soul conversation about how to grow a prosperous North Fork Valley future.



Thick Engagement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For example, one innovative way of collecting people’s thoughts occurred in Colorado’s North Fork Valley’ Heart & Soul Project. Remember, we said you need to be intentional about gathering stories from different segments in your community – and to take the story telling opportunities out into the community.  In this example – a missing voice was the 20 somethings in the North Fork Valley in Colorado (Paonia).  The pub turned out to be great place to engage them! The brew pub was introducing a new beer called “Lovett or Leave it” (after Joe Lovett, a resident of North Fork Valley and loyal patron of the pub).   The pub teamed up with the Heart & Soul project to create a drink coaster with the question “what do you love about the North Fork Valley?” and “what would you leave?”  People wrote down answers on the back.  Then the pub shared the information on a huge bulletin board – which encouraged others to answer the questions, too.  Over 100 responses were collected.Photo:  Revolution Brewery Coasters, North Fork Valley, COFor further context…From a news story about “Lovett or Leave It”:Paonia’s Revolution Brewing teamed up with the North Fork Heart and Soul Project to name a recently released beer the Heart & Soul Lovett or Leave It IPA.   Heart & Soul Lovett or Leave It IPA represents the North Fork Valley’s diversity, one of the values that Heart & Soul is hearing matters most to many residents. One component of that diversity can be found at Revolution Brewing, where people from around the Valley come to share a beer or soda and discuss ideas and share their time. By working with West Slope farmers and seeking out locally grown ingredients, the establishment typifies the local, entrepreneurial spirit that’s important to a thriving North Fork Valley. Regular brewery patron and Redlands Mesa resident Joe Lovett inspired the IPA. Lovett, a dinner club proprietor, former Coors employee, stone pizza-oven builder and four-tour Vietnam veteran loves IPAs and continually offered constructive criticism of the variety brewed at Revolution Brewing. “We made it our goal to make a beer that he’d embrace and spread a smile on his face,” said Brewmaster Mike King.Along with the brewery, Lovett embodies the diversity of the North Fork Valley and the connections than can only occur in small towns like ours, and that make for a vibrant and thriving community. Heart & Soul Lovett or Leave It IPA, made with hops grown less than a half mile from the brewery at West Elk Hops Farm and from Misty Mountain Hops Farm outside of Olathe, was available at Revolution Brewing. Playing off of Joe Lovett’s name, beer coasters asked “What do you love? What would you leave?” The North Fork Heart and Soul Project hosted a launch party at the tasting room and encouraged people to stop in and fill out a ‘Lovett or Leave It’ Heart & Soul coaster during the following months. Coaster responses were displayed and the information from the coasters was collected and compiled as part of the Heart & Soul Project. Over 100 patrons took the opportunity to add their voices to the Heart & Soul conversation about how to grow a prosperous North Fork Valley future.



Sharing Stories in the Community

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For example, one innovative way of collecting people’s thoughts occurred in Colorado’s North Fork Valley’ Heart & Soul Project. Remember, we said you need to be intentional about gathering stories from different segments in your community – and to take the story telling opportunities out into the community.  In this example – a missing voice was the 20 somethings in the North Fork Valley in Colorado (Paonia).  The pub turned out to be great place to engage them! The brew pub was introducing a new beer called “Lovett or Leave it” (after Joe Lovett, a resident of North Fork Valley and loyal patron of the pub).   The pub teamed up with the Heart & Soul project to create a drink coaster with the question “what do you love about the North Fork Valley?” and “what would you leave?”  People wrote down answers on the back.  Then the pub shared the information on a huge bulletin board – which encouraged others to answer the questions, too.  Over 100 responses were collected.Photo:  Revolution Brewery Coasters, North Fork Valley, COFor further context…From a news story about “Lovett or Leave It”:Paonia’s Revolution Brewing teamed up with the North Fork Heart and Soul Project to name a recently released beer the Heart & Soul Lovett or Leave It IPA.   Heart & Soul Lovett or Leave It IPA represents the North Fork Valley’s diversity, one of the values that Heart & Soul is hearing matters most to many residents. One component of that diversity can be found at Revolution Brewing, where people from around the Valley come to share a beer or soda and discuss ideas and share their time. By working with West Slope farmers and seeking out locally grown ingredients, the establishment typifies the local, entrepreneurial spirit that’s important to a thriving North Fork Valley. Regular brewery patron and Redlands Mesa resident Joe Lovett inspired the IPA. Lovett, a dinner club proprietor, former Coors employee, stone pizza-oven builder and four-tour Vietnam veteran loves IPAs and continually offered constructive criticism of the variety brewed at Revolution Brewing. “We made it our goal to make a beer that he’d embrace and spread a smile on his face,” said Brewmaster Mike King.Along with the brewery, Lovett embodies the diversity of the North Fork Valley and the connections than can only occur in small towns like ours, and that make for a vibrant and thriving community. Heart & Soul Lovett or Leave It IPA, made with hops grown less than a half mile from the brewery at West Elk Hops Farm and from Misty Mountain Hops Farm outside of Olathe, was available at Revolution Brewing. Playing off of Joe Lovett’s name, beer coasters asked “What do you love? What would you leave?” The North Fork Heart and Soul Project hosted a launch party at the tasting room and encouraged people to stop in and fill out a ‘Lovett or Leave It’ Heart & Soul coaster during the following months. Coaster responses were displayed and the information from the coasters was collected and compiled as part of the Heart & Soul Project. Over 100 patrons took the opportunity to add their voices to the Heart & Soul conversation about how to grow a prosperous North Fork Valley future.



Heart & Soul Statements:  From Stories to Data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What do we do with all these stories that get gathered?  Remember, we are looking for what people’s stories are telling us about what they care about and prioritize in their community.  Information from all of the stories become your data for Heart & Soul statements.  We teach the team how to extract the data from the stories and turn them into Heart & Soul statements that reflect what matters most to the community.  These become the guideposts for community priorities and decision-making. By the time you are done with phase 2, you should have a clear picture of what matters most to the community through the stories that you have gathered. Photo:  The North Fork Valley, CO community crafting and discussing their Heart & Soul Statements.



How does 
Phase 2 of 

CH&S fit into 
the  Mainstreet 

Model?

• Gathering feedback that 
is meaningful and 
pertinent

• Driving true HEARING and 
not just listening

• History based goals that 
will guide preservation, as 
well as economic 
development

• Community gatherings 
dependent, driving 
connection

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Use this slide if unable to play the Intro video at the beginning and/or you need to tell about the origins in a short amount of time



Phase 3:  Plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Phase 3 is about gathering action ideas that align with the town’s Heart & Soul Statements, prioritizing those ideas, and making decisions about what to move forward with.   Again, you include as many people as possible in the discussion and planning so that you build collective energy and responsibility for action ideas.Photo:   Heart & Soul team members in Upper Chichester, PA meet together to plan.



Phase 3:  Plan

Impact/Feasibility Matrix
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Phase 3 is about gathering action ideas that align with the town’s Heart & Soul Statements, prioritizing those ideas, and making decisions about what to move forward with.   Again, you include as many people as possible in the discussion and planning so that you build collective energy and responsibility for action ideas.Photo:   Heart & Soul team members in Upper Chichester, PA meet together to plan.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Phase 3 is about gathering action ideas that align with the town’s Heart & Soul Statements, prioritizing those ideas, and making decisions about what to move forward with.   Again, you include as many people as possible in the discussion and planning so that you build collective energy and responsibility for action ideas.Photo:   Heart & Soul team members in Upper Chichester, PA meet together to plan.



Phase 4:  Act

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first 3 phases propel the community to Take Action in Phase 4.Action ideas are driven by the Community’s Heart & Soul Statements and these ideas then become opportunities for collaboration.  Organizations, partners, and individuals come together to support, sponsor, and work on specific action ideas. All of this is organized into an Action Plan to provide a roadmap for mobilizing resources and getting ideas implemented.Some other things that happen in Phase 4:  Heart & Soul statements are embedded around the community in visible ways so that these statements continue to be remembered and used to guide decision-making. Formal organizations, including your local government, adopt the Heart & Soul Statements and incorporate them in their policy and planning documents. Overall, the aim is for the principles of Heart & Soul to get applied in your community’s future endeavors. This ongoing commitment to resident-driven engagement and ensuring the action plan is a living document is referred to as “stewarding.” For example, the City of Golden, CO, used their Statements as the foundation of their comprehensive plan. Council members reflect on them as they consider new business, and other organizations in the community have adopted them as well.Organizations may also work together to create some kind of visible display of the community’s Heart & Soul Statements in a prominent place or places in the community. For instance, artists in North Fork Valley, CO, created and installed community sculptures at each of their three libraries – one in each town that makes up the valley.



Five Ways Community Heart & Soul Transforms Towns

New leaders 
and volunteers 

emerge

Trust is 
Built

Downtowns are 
re-energized

Pride is restored

History and culture 
are honored

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Working with these three principles, Heart & Soul communities have found remarkable results…Photo 1:  A school board leader emerges in Williamsport, PA after participating in Community Heart & SoulPhoto 2:  Gardiner, Maine – Community comes together to display their Heart & Soul logoPhoto 3:  Mount Holly Springs, PA—Discovering and preserving Mt Holly Springs historical African American churchResidents feel more connected to their community and have a greater sense of place  In McComb, Ohio (population 2,000), Heart & Soul rekindled pride right away as residents recognized and felt proud of their community.  In one year, 8 new businesses opened upIncreased civic participation, such as in Golden, Colorado where more than 2,000 residents participated in Heart & Soul… New leaders are discovered and nurtured, as in Williamsport, PA where a volunteer’s experience with Heart & Soul inspired her to run for her local School Board. Residents and leaders trust each other more – even across historic divides. In Cortez, Colorado, Heart & Soul built bridges between the locals and the neighboring Ute tribal reservation.  One concrete example is the tribe’s participation in designing a gateway sign to Cortez, a symbolic and important gesture. 



Summary of Community Heart & Soul 
Features

• Purpose-built (focused on relationship building)
• Not cookie-cutter
• Work is face-to-face
• Data-driven
• Action-oriented

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To wrap up, you might review the attributes of the CH&S model (taken from the Intro. booklet)Community Heart & Soul is purpose-built, specifically for towns and small cities.The approach is not cookie-cutter. Community Heart & Soul is designed with the unique character of each community and the people who live there in mind.The work is face-to-face.  We start with connections. Community engagement, in the many forms that we encourage it, gets people out and meeting one another. As a result, relationships are built, new leaders emerge, and volunteerism grows. Community Heart & Soul is data-driven.  All of our community engagement, from story gathering to comments on sticky notes, generates data that is analyzed through our purpose-built system.  That data provides a clear picture of what residents value most about their town.Heart & soul is action-oriented. Community engagement that is effective, comprehensive, and fun (It’s got to be fun!) leads to trust within and across groups in your community. By learning what matters most to the people around you and acting on it, experiences and ideas can become the basis for short and long term plans that the entire community can support and implement. 



Explore Heart & Soul Towns 

www.communityheartandsoul.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Want to learn more?  Check out the stories behind our Heart & Soul towns—what motivated them to do H&S and the outcomes they are experiencing.  Visit our website communityheartandsoul.org   Find our map, click on a state, see the list of towns, and download and read the town profiles.*You may want to have the website up on your laptop to show people how to navigate through the map or highlight a particular town profile (Click the title link in bottom orange bar to go to the website.)

https://www.communityheartandsoul.org/community-heart-soul-towns/


Community Heart & Soul 

Seed Grants

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
More information about Seed Grants on Community Heart & Soul website.Note:  May want to customize this slide or make an additional slide listing other local, regional sources of funding



How does 
CH&S work 
with the Main 
Street 
Approach?

• Collective storytelling
• Gathering data about the 

community and solidifying a 
vision that is grounded

• Grass roots activism is based on 
• How translates to 4 point 

approach
• Phase 3 – matrix – MS has 

limited services – rank and 
prioritize through MS asset 
mapping to gauge impact and 
applicability. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Use this slide if unable to play the Intro video at the beginning and/or you need to tell about the origins in a short amount of time



The MELD
of 

and 

Creating time-bound, attainable, and 
community driven visions

Providing a voice to the entire community

Identifying strengths and weaknesses of 
residents and local businesses

Building relationships built on trust

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Use this slide if unable to play the Intro video at the beginning and/or you need to tell about the origins in a short amount of time



What are your 
hopes for the future 

of your town?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Activity/Audience Engagement:  Now that participants have heard a bit about what Heart & Soul has done for other communities, ask:  What are all these stories making you think about?  Are there things you’ve heard here that you want for your community?  What are your hopes for the future of your own community?If in-person:  Record responses on a flip-chart, leave with coordinator of the event, and/or take a photo of the page to record and include in a follow-up email.  (You may even want to have a volunteer from the community scribe the responses on the flip chart as you facilitate the conversation.)If virtual:  Invite people to put responses in the Chat and/or raise hand to speak.  Responses could be recorded on screen using Whiteboard annotations, Google doc, or another document using screen sharing.



Next Steps
• Host Getting Started conversations (Psst. We will do this in a 

few minutes)

• Talk with elected officials and community organizations

• Brainstorm resources to support Heart & Soul

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next Steps:  Talk about other Getting Started conversations to hold.  Talk about resources to support Heart & Soul.  Ex. Seed grant opportunity



Let’s get 
to work

1. Let’s review the Getting Started with CH&S 
Workbook
1. Take 5 minutes to read through and complete the Community 

Readiness Inventory

2. Round table - turn to neighbors in groups of 3-
4 and talk about the following:
1. What did you learn through this quick exercise?
2. What issues or ideas did it bring up?

3. Regroup – We will regroup with everyone and 
discuss questions, comments, or concerns. 

If there are questions, we will be circulating and 
helping everyone



5 Minute Timer



10 Minute Timer
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